ABSTRACT. Two limitation methods, A and B, are said to be consistent for a class b of sequences, iff, every sequence belonging to b is limitable both by A and B and that the A-limit equals the B-limit. Any two regular limitation methods are consistent for the class-c of convergent sequences. However, this is not true in general and in fact, corresponding to every bounded non-convergent sequence it is possible to determine two T-matrices such that they limit the sequence to two different values. In this paper, we establish the necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistency of two limitation methods, for (N,Pn) summable sequences.
ed necessary and sufficient conditions for a regular matrix as follows:
A Matrix A (a m n is regular, iff, (i) Stoup n Z mnl <-M, an absolute constant;
(1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
CLOSING REMARKS.
Theorem i generalizes the result of Zaman [3] . by the matrices of the class T, are consistent for all (N,Pn) summable sequences are that they include (N,Pn).
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